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About This Game

This is Sci-fi Tower Defense created by gamers for gamers. Fight Epic battles with variety of different towers. Defend your
core to fight another day! Highly customizable towers with 5 basic elements and more than 31 unique modules. Find the best

combination for your ultimate defense. Overcome incredible odds with strategy and wit!

Download Module Tower Defense now and enjoy the most challenging strategy game. With unparalleled level of depth among
other td games.

Module Tower Defense features:
•80+ levels

•Customize towers to fit your immediate needs.
•Plan your defense carefully and adapt to the ever changing battlefield as the level transform itself during the battle

•Vast amount of modular components that can give your tower additional unique effects such as income or splash or critical
strike.

•Find ultimate combos as Modules can amplify each other’s performance
•Enemies have strange powers that can weaken and even disable your defenses to give you even more challenge

•Elements – enhance damage against certain enemies
•Change the level layout by building on the path

•3 different skills that can give you yet another way to customize your defense
•Beautiful graphics

•Achievements - Get rewards and show off your tactical superiority!
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good concept way too grindy to progress though becomes very boring.. This game isn't ready for release.
It is literally unplayable.

It will cook your graphics card, just loading up the game is enough to max out a GTX760 - even while paused! Oh yeah, and
windowed mode isn't working.

ModuleTD is actually quite enjoyable on Android where it surprisingly ISN'T a pay2win game, if you don't mind grinding a bit -
we are not even talking excessive grinding.

So instead of giving up on the game, go check it out on your phone and then check back here in the future to see if this version
have been fixed.. has potential to be a good game, but the current version seems very unfinished. a Solid start to a good TD.
good marks to the upgrade paths for towers.

there is a bit of a grind, replaying levels to get enough coin to upgrade the towers enough to pass some harder levels but that is
expected in a good TD.

CONS:
The screen resolution needs work, 1024*768 is soo small and takes up less than 1\/4 of my monitor,
there is also a problem with scrolling, its too fast with WSAD, and you cant get to the edges of the map, so on some maps you
can\u2019t see where to build. It feels like it needs a 20% overhang allowance on the scrolling.

The game is also missing a zoom in\/out this would assist with the scroll issues.

. Early days and I am quite enjoying this Tower Defense tite,

Graphics are good and tower selection and placement is important.

A bit of grinding is required and hopefully it does not become too onerous. No graphic problems encountered (as mentioned in
another review) with a fairly old GTX 750 Ti card. Would liike to be able to scroll in and out (on the mouse wheel) in a future
update.

Nothing particularly new to the genre (as yet), but a competently made game.

Will update review later as needs be.. A good standard tower defense game. Still requires a bit of polishing regardling the
graphics but fun to play. Customising your towers is an important part of the game and getting it wrong causes the level to fall
apart quickly.. There are no Dev's for this game. They release it, charge money for it and disappear. They will not fix damage
ratios or interactions with mods or update the game to match the mobile app version.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, YOU CAN ONLY PLAY THIS GAME ONCE!

YOU CANNOT RESET IT TO START OVER.

Gyro-Games Inc. should be banned from Steam.
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